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Job fair offer?
students
experience

Springboard 101
helps freshman
develop skills
■ Men's CC team runs
into a crowd at the
Lakefront Invitational In
Chicago.

■ BG women's CC
team places third at the
prestigious Notre Dame
Invitational.

■ Men's tennis team
wins four singles and
one doubles title at its
own tournament.

NATION
■ Storms and heavy
flooding kill motorists in
Kansas City.

□ A class based on
projects not tests,
teaches freshman life
skills.
By AMYJOL. BROWN
The BG News
Springboard 101 is offering
first-year University students a
way to reach new heights of
success.
Communicating, managing
time and reaching goals are just
a few of the skills students team
in an informal, relaxed atmosphere, said Eleanor McCreery,
director of the Springboard program.
It is difficult not to get
caught up in the excitement

By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News
Cuba is the United States'
closest neighboring country, yet
very few people know anything

■ Kentucky teen pleads
guilty but mentally ill in
school shootings.

Opinion
Page Three
World & Nation
Sports
Agate
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"Laughter is the
brush that sweeps
away the cobwebs of
the heart."
from Life's Little Treasure
Book in Success

Visit our new website for
crossword puzzles from
the past week and interactive reporting:
WWW.

bgnews.com

If you have a news tip or
have an idea for a story,
call anytime and ask to
speak with an editor.

372-6966

t
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ship and self-assurance, Springboard is part of the University's
efforts to build a learning community, said Milton Heckel, the
program's developer.
The class is graded, but
grades depend on the completion of projects rather than tests.
Class projects include interviews, group discussions and
goal-reaching.
"It's a very exciting program," McCreery said. "It's
exciting to see the growth of the
students as they go through the
program."
Springboard 101 may be a
course open only to freshmen,
but it offers opportunities for
everyone — upperclassmen,
faculty members, personnel
and community members.
Anyone can participate in

the program as a personal
coach.
Because each
coach
is
assigned only
one student, the
coaches make
Springboard
unique from any
other program
offered on campus, McCreery
said.
"I'm extremely
delighted
with
how
well
the
coaches are working with the students," McCreery
said.
I See SPRING, page five.

Festival educates students, faculty on Cuban culture

□ Contemporary
Cuban Media and Arts
Festival shows students about neighboring country.

■ Ohio polluted sites
remain contaminated
due to lack of money
and staff.

McCreery and other Springboard staff radiate as they discuss their program, and the students share their enthusiasm.
"It's a totally unique experience; there's nothing like it,"
said one student involved with
the Springboard program.
Although the program is
only three years old, it is a huge
success.
"It's a very open atmosphere," freshman Susanne Lake
said. "I think everybody really
likes it."
"It's a very positive, encouraging enviroment," freshman
Heather Stefancin said, agreeing with Lake.
By offering freshmen the
opportunity to develop skills in
communication, analysis, problem solving, judgement, leader-

By BG News
Opportunity
will be
knocking today for students
today at EXPO '98. Career;
Services is sponsoring the
annual Job Fair in the
Lenhart Ballroom fron-.
pjn.- 5 p jn.
More than 300 organizational representatives will be
recruiting students from all
academic majors. They will
not only be offering jobs, but
also career advice.
Kohl's
Department!
Stores, Northwestern Mutual Life, Owens Coming,
Ohio State Highway Patrol,
Red Lobster, along with
many more companies,
organizations and universities will be available for students.
Recruiters will also be
scheduling interviews for
EXPO Interview Day.
Students are recommended to bring multiple copies
of their resumes and to dress
professionally.

about Cuban lifestyle and culture. In order to educate the
community, the University will
be hosting the Contemporary
Cuban Media and Arts Festival
celebrating Cuban culture Oct. 6
-8.
The festival will feature
Cuban experts in cinema, painting and theatre who will present
their work in a variety of formats.
This is an effort to internationalize the curriculum of the Uni-

Hartung improves
Firelands enrollment

versity and to bring groups to
the University to address Cuban
culture, Michael Martin, chairman of ethnic studies, said.
He said Cuba is the United
States' neighbor, yet people do
not realize the link the United
States has with Cuba.
Marcos Popovich, vice-president of the Latino Student
Union, said people at the University are unfamiliar with
Cuban culture. He attributed this
to the low population of Cubans

in Northwest Ohio, yet this is
not an excuse for being uneducated.
"This festival will provide the
University with an opportunity
to exchange knowledge and
keep us informed about our
neighbors," said Martin.
The festival will get underway at 7:30 p.m. today with the
screening of "Bitter Sugar," a feature-length film by CubanAmerican Leon Ichaso in the
Gish Film Theater.

Cuban documentaries will
then be shown in 111 South Hall
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. Following the screenings, Wilfredo
Cancio-Isla will lead a discussion. Later that day, "Guantanamera" will be shown at 7:30
p.m. in the Gish Film Theater.
Other highlights of the festivals include a presentation by
Cuban film, theater, and arts critic Jose Antonio Evora. He will be
• See CUBAN, page five.

Say cheese!

□ Firelands director of
enrollment receives
the University's highest honor for administrative staff.

nearly every administrative area
on campus," she said. "There is
no
single
administrative
employee who provides the
breadth of knowledge and experience as John does."
Starting as a graduate student
intern in 1974, Hartung became
coordinator of veterans' services
The BG News
the following year and director
John Hartung has handled of registration and veterans' sernearly everything from admis- vices in 1977.
sions to veterHe was associate director of
ans' services in
admissions from 1979-82, when
his nearly 25
he began a seven-year stint as
years at BGSU
director of admissions and regisFirelands camtration. He then served as direcpus.
tor of enrollment services from
During the
1989 until last year, when he
fall administraassumed his current position.
tive staff recepIn admissions, Hazlett said,
tion, held Sept.
Hartung cultivated strong ties
,n
u .
HARTUNO
29,
Hartung
with area high schools, began
was recognized for his service. tracking public enrollment numHe received the University's bers to project the pool of
highest honor for administrative prospective students and set up
staff - the Michael R. Ferrari both a computer database of
Award, named for BGSU's inter- those students, procedures for
im president in 1981-82.
regular
reports
of
Hartung, the current director admitted /enrolled students.
of enrollment and student ser"Hartung's efforts have revices at Firelands, is the college's energized our Enrollment Mansecond winner in the award's
agement Team, helped us
16-year history.
improve college marketing and
The award includes an
recruitment efforts, aided in
inscribed plaque, $1,000 in cash
strengthening our high school
and a reserved parking space for
outreach activities and began
the year.
actively promoting Post-SecArlene Hazlett, associate
ondary Enrollment Options Prodirector of admissions and acadgram (PSEOP) and Tech Prep
emic advising at Firelands, who
opportunities on campus," said
was one of several nominating
Darby Williams, Firelands dean.
Hartung, said he has had a "pro"I have never worked with any
found impact on the developadministrator who more effecment of Firelands."
tively blends organizational,
"Beginning as a graduate stutechnical and supervisory skills
dent and working with veterans
with compassion, concern and
and student activities, he has at
empathy for the people he deals
one time or another worked in
with on a regular basis."

BG Newt Photo/SCOTT FAUBER
Kyle O'Dell and Kisha Jones were named Homecoming king and queen at Saturday's
football game against Ohio University.
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EDITORIAL
The front page of yesterday's News caused some commotion, but not for the reason we expected.
We've been accused of being racist.
The Homecoming weekend produced the traditional football news, alumni action and the crowning of the king and
queen at halftime. We've received a lot of comments — ranging from polite to obscene — about our coverage.
The fact is, this years' Homecoming queen is AfricanAmerican. So maybe it would be easy to assume that The
News deliberately chose to downplay the selection of the
Homecoming queen and king because of that fact. That is simply not the case.
We did not know who had been chosen Homecoming
queen until after the front page for Monday was decided
upon. Thus any charge of deliberate downplaying of the selection of the Homecoming couple is completely unfounded.
We also feel that the Pepsi and Coke issue affects more students than Homecoming. A King and a Queen are chosen
every year, but the possibility of selling beverage rights for a
few million dollars is only likely to come along once.
We have been working on the soda story for a significant
amount of time prior to printing it. So instead of waiting for
the Homecoming results, we went ahead with our feature
story.
Then, there are the technical hurdles we face. Contrary to
popular notion, the News is not printed in the basement of
West Hall. Instead, our printing is contracted out to the Findlay Courier. They require that full color spreads be sent several
days in advance. Thus we had to decide last Thursday on
Monday's front page layout.
Knowing that Homecoming coverage would be necessary,
we had the option of playing it less on Monday, perhaps on an
inside page, or running it a day later, that is, today.
There was never any debate over if the chosen king and
queen would be put in the paper. Our decision was unrelated
to who was chosen, and what characteristics they held. And
we selected the cola wars story as being of more news value.
Today, the queen and king picture runs — as planned — on
the front page.

The verbal tick that is, like, everywhere
Have you ever, like, noticed
how much people, like, use the
word "like" in their speech? I
was, like, having a conversation
with my friend Mitch, and he
said that in one of his classes, he,
like, counted four "likes" in one
student's twelve-word answer.
And I was like, "Were any of
those 'likes' technically a preposition?" and he was like, "Not a
one."
Does "like" serve as a replacement for "uhhh" or "ummm"? I
don' know which sounds worse.
Ideally, we, like, wouldn't have
to use any of them, but (ummm)
sometimes you have brain farts
and, like, completely lose your
train of thought. Some people
more often than others. I frequently will be telling a story
and suddenly stop, clueless as to
what I was saying or, like, where
I was going with it; fortunately,
that's hard to do with the written
word.
Sadly, though, that's not the
only reason for throwing "like"
in the middle of a sentence
where it serves, like, no purpose
whatsoever. I've contemplated
that "like" might be a form of
verbal bullet (those little dots or
dashes that on paper emphasize
a point), but it's just too common
for that purpose all the time. I
mean, like, what points have I

emphasized thus far with my
"Iike"ing?
Mitch was telling me that he
didn't understand how or why
people talked like that. He
looked at me and said, "You
don't use 'like'," and I looked at
him and was like, "What?! Are
you not listening?" And then I
realized that I don't, at least not
around certain people. Around
my closer friends I'm among the
worst offenders, I'll bet.
I know that among all the
popular culture out there, "like"
is a pretty common word in
movies and TV.
Maybe the
biggest example I could give was
My So-Called Life, of which I am
still, like, a huge fan. In fact, we
have all the shows recorded, so I
put in the Halloween episode. In
that little opening blurb before
the theme music and whatever, I
think "like" was the fifth or sixth
word.

While we were watching My
So-Called Life, we'd, like, make a
comment and throw "like" in
without realizing it until someone pointed it out. Mitch's wife
was getting a kick out of this
whole conversation, because she
and Mitch swear that their
daughter doesn't use "like"
around them. But I know anyone
over the age of 10 can't speak a
sentence without using "like".
In fact, I sat around for like a
half hour in the off-campus student center (my home away
from home), and I talked with
my friends and, like, brought up
that I was really noticing how
much "like" was used and then
pointed out every time they used
"like" not as a preposition; they
did likewise to me.
People don't realize that
they're doing it. The grad assistant for the OCSC walked by and
I asked her something and she
used "like" in her answer, and I
pointed it out and she made a
face at me. Another friend of
mine said that her class had been
doing presentations and this one
person that gave their presentation used "like" every third
word.
What people also don't realize
is that this could hurt their
careers. People use "like" when
they get nervous, and I'm sure

If you could pick the plot for the dream you will have tonight, what would it be?

Make it your
opinion page!
Get your voice
heard!

Tusha Meanor
Sopohmore
Special Ed.
"To already have my life set
the way i want it."
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letters, columns
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opinion to be
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page. Hart
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Jodllndorf
Sophomore
Elementary Ed.
"To graduate from BG
with a 4.0."

Josh Surgeon
Freshman
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money, find the perfect girl
and have a happy life."
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"Graduate in four years.
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Questions, comments, ideas and
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET

Doug Schueller
Sophomore
Sport Management
"Winning the NCAA
Hockey Championship in
California."

interviewers understand that.
But, as Mitch pointed out if he
were the interviewer for
a position (especially one in
which the interviewee would
have to give presentations to
groups of people frequently), he
would nix the person if they
used "like" every fifth word.
So, here's my point: stop it!
Stop it like right now. Like, quit
cold turkey. Start paying attention to like what you say and
how you say it. Point it out to
your friends, especially if they're
like education or business
majors, because their liking
"like" could hamper their interviewing after graduation. Does
this mean that you will never
hear me"like"ing? Oh, I'm sure
not. Like I said, I'm among the
worst offenders. But take heed to
my warning, because while I've,
like, thrown in a lot of conversational likes that don't normally
appear in writing, I'm sure there
are quite a few people out there
who didn't even notice; I don't
jest about the dangers of
"like'ing that are scattered in
front of you, just a few years
away.
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The name of the BGSU football stadium that preceded
L. Perry Field was the University Stadii
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•To playing in the leaves.
•To BGSU's winning teams
this weekend.
•To care packages from
parents.
•To fast food places open
late.
• To finding
money.
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In Search of Planet* with Life

(8 p.m.)
Planetarium. $1 donation suggested.
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Bitter Sugar (7:30 p.m.)
Gish Film Theater. Cuban film by
Leon Ichaso is part of the New
Music and Art Festival. Free.
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MS Windows 98/95 - Introduction (6 - 9 p.m.)
Arrowhead Park, Maumee.
Learn the ins and outs of these
operating systems. Class meets
again on October 13. Fee $99. For
more information or to register call
CTC Customer Service at 419/3728181 or e-mail carl@bgnet.bgsu.
edu.
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Women'* Hockey Fundraiser
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer. Women's Hockey
will be selling Domino's Pizza
coupon books for $10.
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"Upcoming Events" Is m service to oar readers borrowed dally via the
University web page. The calendar of events on the web page baa a more
complete listing of events and can be accessed through -www.bg»tted«".
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Cnp of Culture
(8:45 - 9:45 p.m.)
Kreischer Quad Sundial Dining
Hall. Speakers: Mayumi, Keiko,
and Mutsuko (from Japan). Snacks
and beverages provided. Organized and sponsored by the World
Student Association (WSA).

•3

"

the web: www.bfnewa.com

BG Student Education Assoc.
(9 p.m.)
115 Education Bldg.. Attention
all future teachers! Come hear Tim
Bodnarik, '88 National Student
Teacher of the Year Award winner
and BG alum. Also, elections will
be held for all open executive positions. Come learn, have fun, and
boost your resume!

PAGE THREE is
intended as an
irreverent look at
The University. V/e
at The BO News
consider it an offbeat page where
we try to offer
something for
everybody. Opinions expressed
herein are solely
those of our staff.
Have a nice day.
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Butcher's cut
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Hawaiian
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Wednesday, 10/7/98
Customer Satisfaction: A

Process, Not a Problem
(8 - 10 a.m.)
2 College Park, BGSU. Learn to
handle customer suggestions and
complaints like a professional. Fee
$35. For more information or to
register call Continuing Education,
International & Summer Programs
at 419/372-8181.
Women's Hockey Fundraiser
(10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer. Women's Hockey
will be selling Domino's Pizza
coupon books for $10.
Brown Bag Luncheon (Noon)
107 Hanna Hall. VIOLENCE
HITS CLOSE TO HOME: even in
our "Home Away from Home" on
the college campus. It is estimated
that between one in four and one
in eight college women will be sexually assaulted during their college
career. As many as 90 percent of
these
women
know
their
assailants. Please join us in recognizing Domest Violence Awareness
Week. This workshop is designed
for all audiences. Bring your lunch
and a friend.
Good Afternoon Commuters
(Noon)
Off-Campus Student Center.
Recent Cuban Documentaries
(2:30 p.m.)
Ill South Hall. After the showings. Dr. Wilfredo CancioTsla, a
Cuban journalist and film critic,
will lead a discussion of the films.
Part of the New Music and Art Festival. Free.
Turning Points (3:30 - 5 p.m.)
TBA. Turning Points is a seven
session, informal, educational discussion about weight, shape and
normal eating. Co-sponsored by
the Counseling Center and Student
Health Services. Contact the Center
at 419/372-2081 for further infor-

mation.
Effective E-mail (6 - 9 p.m.)
Institute for Great Lakes Research,
Perrysburg. Acquire and refine email skills using various e-mail
applications. Fee $59. For more
information or to register call CTC
Customer Service at 419/372-8181
or e-mail carl@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
NAACP Executive Meeting
(6:30 p.m.)
Canal Room.
Volleyball vs. Wright State
(7 p.m.)
Anderson Arena.
Guantanamera (7:30 p.m.)
Gish Film Theater. Cuban film
by Tomas Gutierrez Alea is part of
the New Music and Art Festival.
Free.
Public Skating (8
Ice Arena.

10 p.m.)

Panhellenlc Council, New
Member Ceremony (8 - 10:30
p.m.)
Ballroom.
Anti-Racist Action Meeting
(9 p.m.)
BA 1008. Meetings will be held
the first and third Wednesdays of
each month. Meetings include
information about
upcoming
events such as speakers, workshops and social events.
Planning for Tour Disabled Relative's Future (TBA)
Institute for Great Lakes
Research, Perrysburg. This conference will help you prepare for the
future of your disabled loved one.
Fee. For more information or to
register call Continuing Edcuation,
International & Summer Programs
at 419/372-8181.

WEBSITE OF THE DAY
www.tms.tribune.com/tOQns/980812.html
Mostly cloudy
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Wonderful World ot Go* Fred Couples and Ernie E Is. Sportscemer X

Movie: •• Trw Ci*JB A4ne" (1985. Drama) Lndsay Wagner

700 Club

Desert Storm (Ft)

20th Century |R)

Lost City of AIMS (R)

Dream Machines "Sports Cars-

Modern Marvels "The Poece Car"

Civil War Journal (R)

15 30) Jams Countdown

Fanatic

Baavit-3utl

Eye Spy Video

Total Request Live (R) (In Stereo)

Reel World X

Cut (In Stereo)

LMWord

QM| P'o

Browns Count

Boxing F.gh! N-ght at the Arrowhead Pond From Anahem. Caw.

Babylon 5 (And War" (In Stereo)

Woman First

|Hy Gantration

|S:yWhat?

[Blorhythm

FOX Sports News

[Loveline(R)

SghtmoalR)! Star Tie* "Enand ot Mercy' X

Movie: ••') "Psydw »"(I983. Suspense) Anthony Pertuns, Vora Miles

Sightings (R| X [Star Trek I

Trauma: Lite in the EH

Secret World-Megidane

Trauma: life in the ER (R)

ER "Love Among the Rums X

Moifcat'iSTsumWrtheBrarur" 1995. Adventure) Jackie Chan

Scooby Doo

Cow I Chicken jArVMntct

jDeiter s lib

Xena: Warrior Princess (In Stereo) Walker. Teias Ranger "Tree" X
Sei Appeal

|Pop-Up Video

Madonna

[Artist: Video

Bugs 1 Dally

[Tom and Jerry

liovieiet'i "Rumble nine Bronx" 1995. Adveniure) Jackie Chan
FHnUtoneeX

[ScoobyDoo

[Cow a Chicken [Animaniaca

Movie: e*#'i FredGteen Tomatoes (1991)Fanrue Flagg s late ot Inendsho between Alabama women 5
Rock of Ages

(Vinyl Justice

look for it
in the ftj^

FOX Sports News

41 Houra Behmd the Bkie Lne"

Amaiing Science

Idmurrow

[Stein's Money

Movie: t«'> "WarsATatts' ! 19% Cornedy) Jack Nicholson PGI3 X Movie: .a -nJ fcacomaker" 11997 Suspense) George Clooney. fl X Movta: "Shot Through the htearl" (1988. Drama) Linus Roache X

|SportaNews

ffi GAVEL
\

Estate Jewelry (Left r> Progress)

iWdOa>«rvtry-VVildDogs-(n]

Gimme Shelter

Sportscemer
1 Can 1 Believe

TOON Batman S*rw» [Batman Series
USA Mar cults: legendary Jrnys.
VH1

Guinness World Records

Nigtltline X
Tonight Show

atom: ••'! TheAitrsmmol Aa» and t»s" 119891 Movie: ••• -WJryWcnU andfiedocolale Factory" Movie: Table tor Five" (1983) A divorced father lakes his estranged children on a c-mse

sci n Quantum IMP [In Sleieo) X
Horn. Again
[Home Again
HI:

TNI

[Sports Night .1 [Power ot Belief lln Stereo) X

Estate Jewelry

15 00) World Treasures

(19^ Adventure) Gary Cooper
UK lS»)Movie:««« "O
COM Premium Blend Make Me Laugh Daily Show H.i Stain's Honey

I

Late Show X

Nr-ws "
News I

[Behind the Music "Shania Twain" [Celine, Aretha, Gloria, Shanla
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Eye on Teen pleads guilty in shootings
Teen pleads guilty
mentally ill in
news □but
school shootings.

piled from staff and wire reports

i

■ CLINTON BSBBSSBSBBSBSSSBSSSSSSSSSSS^™
House to decide about impeachment
WASHINGTON (AP) — The House Judiciary Committee clashed
in historic debate Monday over a Republican demand for an openended impeachment inquiry of President Clinton. The top GOP
lawyer cited "substantial and credible evidence" of 15 possible
grounds for impeachment.
"Do we have a duty to look further, or to look away?" asked Rep.
Henry Hyde, R-lll., shortly after gaveling the committee to order in
the same cavernous room where Richard Nixon's fate was debated a
quarter-century ago.
"This is not about Watergate," retorted Rep. John Conyers of
Michigan, the panel's senior Democrat. "It's an extramarital affair."
Confident of prevailing, majority Republicans pressed for a committee vote by day's end on their proposal for an investigation based
on Watergate rules and unlimited in time or scope. A vote in the full
House would follow by Friday.
The Republicans' lead investigator, David Schippers, broadened
the counts set out by Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr to raise the
possibility that Clinton took part in a broad conspiracy to cover up
his actions.
Democrats countered the Republicans' proposed resolution with
an alternative to limit any inquiry to matters arising from the president's affair with Monica Lewinsky, and to render a verdict by Nov.
25. Republicans turned that proposal back on a strict party-line vote.

BANKRUPTCY

Boston Chicken files Chapter 11 protection
DENVER (AP) — Five years after going public in one of the most
frenzied stock offerings Wall Street has ever seen, Boston Chicken
Inc. filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection Monday and closed
15 percent of its stores.
The restaurant chain, which closed 178 stores, said it sought court
protection because of about $283 million in debt that comes due Oct.
17.
Boston Chicken and its homestyle Boston Market restaurants created a Wall Street sensation in 1993. Its initial public offering was
priced at $20 per share and shot to nearly $50. The stock split 2-for-l
in 1994.
Between May 1992 and this year, Boston Chicken grew from 34
stores in the Northeast to 1,143 nationwide. Sales jumped from about
$21 million in December 1991 to nearly $1.2 billion in 1996.
Along the way, meatloaf and ham were added to the chicken and
mashed potatoes on the menu. The company also invested in a bagel
chain.
Chapter 11 allows a company to hold off its creditors while it tries
to put its finances in order.
The company said about 2,700 of more than 18,500 employees
would be transferred with the store closings. About 500 employees,
mostly hourly workers, would lose their jobs; those employees will
be offered severance pay.
■ DRUG TEST SBBSSSBSSSBSSSSSSSSSSBSSSSSSMSS

Court upholds random drug testing
WASHINGTON (AP) — Public schools nationwide may be
encouraged to require more students to take drug tests after the
Supreme Court allowed an Indiana district to continue such tests.
Rejecting an appeal by teen-agers and their parents on Monday,
the court let a rural school district conduct random drug tests for all
students in extracurricular activities — from sports teams to the
library club — even if they are not individually suspected of using
drugs.
The justices, acting without comment, left intact a federal appeals
court ruling that said such testing does not violate students' privacy
rights.
Starting its 1998-99 term with a flurry of paperwork, the court
issued orders in more than 1,600 cases. It granted full review to just
six.
The court's action in the drug-testing case is not a decision and
therefore sets no national precedent. But it left in place a ruling that
remains binding law in three states — Indiana, Illinois and Wiscon-
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Associated Press photo
Michael Cameal, left, is led from the McCracken County
Courthouse by deputy sheriff Terry Long after Cameal plead
guilt but mentally ill in the murder of three student* and
attempted murder of five others. Carneal opened fire on a
prayer group at Heath High School in December 1997.

Authorities say student set fire outside of her dorm room
□ Coed sends 13
Bluffton College students to hospital after
setting fire.

"Many of you know Michelle. This is a
very difficult time for her, her family and
her friends. Our prayers are with Michelle
and her family in the weeks ahead."

The Associated Press
BLUFFTON, Ohio
A
Bluffton College student burned
in a women's dormitory fire that
also seriously injured her roommute has been accused of intentionally setting the fire.
Michelle Mattingly, a 19-yearold sophomore, admitted to setting the fire just before she was
to take a lie detector test on Friday, said Dennis Ginty, a
spokesman for the Ohio Department of Commerce, which oversees the state fire marshal's
office.
Why Mattingly, a recreation
therapy major and a member of
the school's soccer team, allegedly poured gas in a hallway outside her room and started the fire

Lee Snyder
president of Bluffton Co/hgl

was not made public by investigators. Prosecutors filed an
aggravated arson charge against
her Monday and expect to have a
hearing Tuesday.
She was being held in jail over
the weekend near her home in
suburban Columbus before
being released Monday on a
$5,000 bond. She agreed to turn
herself over to authorities in
Allen County.
,
Investigators shocked the
school's 1,001 students at the
Mennonite-affiliated college in
northwest Ohio when they
announced last week that the fire

was the work of an arsonist.
School officials immediately
tightened campus security, hiring extra security officers and
making sure all outside doors in
the residence halls were locked
at night.
Mattingly's arrest was an
even bigger surprise on campus.
School President Lee Snyder
tried to ease the students' concerns.
"Many of you know Michelle.
This is a very difficult time for
her, her family and her friends,"
Snyder said in a statement. "Our
prayers are with Michelle and

Live Forum on the University's
Co-sponsored by USG and BG24 News

WE OFFER:
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PADUCAH, Ky. - A timidlooking teen-ager who opened
fire on a high school prayer circle, killing three fellow students,
pleaded guilty but mentally ill
Monday and will have to spend
at least 25 years in prison.
With his arms folded, Michael
Adam Cameal, a slightly built
youngster with glasses whose
fair complexion and rosy cheeks
made him look younger than his
15 years, acknowledged carrying
out the attack last Dec. 1 at Heath
High School in West Paducah.
Five other people were
wounded in the rampage, one of
a series of school shootings that
rocked the nation during the last
school year.
Defense
attorney Chuck
Granner said that Cameal
believed that his classmates
ridiculed him and that the shootings would bring him acceptance.
"Michael understands that his
feelings, attitudes and beliefs at
the time of the shootings were, in
fact, wrong," the lawyer said.
"He deeply regrets the overwhelming pain, the injuries and
the loss of life that his acts have
caused."
Judge Jeff Hines accepted the
plea on the condition that
Cameal get the maximum — life
in prison without the possibility
of parole for 25 years — at sentencing Dec. 16. The victims'

Parking Situation

Thursday
10-2 pm@
Career Services

£35

The Associated Press

families had originally opposed
the plea because Cameal could
have been eligible for parole in as
little as 12 years.
"He's definitely going to serve
25 years," prosecutor Tim
Kaltenbach said. "While today's
events will not undo the horrible
tragedy that affected and will
continue to affect so many lives,
we hope that in some measure it
will begin to ease the pain."
Cameal will be held in a juvenile detention center until his
18th birthday, when he will be
transferred to an adult prison.
His mental health will be evaluated, and he could be treated.
His attorney characterized
Cameal as paranoid, with a
schizophrenia-like personality
disorder, and said that with treatment, "we might have a chance
of salvaging a young man."
Had he been convicted of
murder without the finding of
mental illness, he could have gotten the same 25 years-to-life
penalty. In Kentucky, a defendant must be at least 16 when the
crime is committed to get the
death penalty. Cameal was 14 at
the time of the attack.
Cameal opened fire in the
high school lobby as the prayer
meeting was breaking up. Witnesses said he reached into a
backpack, drew a pistol and fired
rapidly for about five seconds
into the crowd of about 35 students.
Cameal was charged as an
adult with three counts of murder and five counts of attempted
murder, plus burglary, for stealing the pistol used in the shootings and four other guns from a
home.

I

Live Broadcast: Tuesday Oct. 6th
@8:00 p.m. on BG 24
Let your voice be heard
call in between 7 and 9 p.m.

Call 372-2997
or 372-2949
TUNE IN TONIGHT!
\
\

her family in the weeks ahead."
The fire in the early morning
hours on Sept. 24 sent smoke billowing through the second-floor
in Ropp Hall.
Mattingly's
roommate,
Christina Andulics, a 19-year-old
sophomore
from
North
Ridgeville near Cleveland, was
trying to get out of the room
when she received seconddegree burns on her hands and
legs. She eventually escaped by
jumping out a window.
Mattingly, of Whitehall, ran
through the hallway was treated
for minor bums and released.
There was no telephone listing
for Mattingly in Whitehall.
Twelve other students were
treated for smoke inhalation at
Blanchard
Valley
Regional
Health Center, but none were
hospitalized.
About 190 students were in
the dorm. Students on the second floor were just allowed to
move back into their rooms over
the past weekend.

MATCH POINT
I When building a campfire,
clear a 5-foot area around
the pit down to the soil.
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
- W~.-r._m* I,

Congratulations
Slnfonlans
on 100 years of Promoting
music in America and
39 years at BGSU

from your faculty advisor of
loto Ormcron Chapter- 8GSU
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6 dead, more missing
in Kansas City flood
□ Storms, heavy
flooding kill motorists.
The Associated Press
===

.

KANSAS CITY, Mo. —Fierce
storms deluged the Kansas City
area with rain, sweeping away
cars, collapsing a bridge and
leaving six people dead and
three missing in the Kansas City
area while tornadoes in Oklahoma injured at least 13 people.
Orlando Hudson, 27, was driving home with medicine for his
week-old son when he became
trapped on a bridge over a fastrising Brush Creek. He used a
mobile phone to call his wife.
"He said, 'I'm going to have
to jump or I don't know what I'll
do,"' Hudson's sister, Mary
Bronson, quoted him as telling
his wife.
His body was found later,
caught in trees 100 yards downstream.
Hudson was among six people confirmed dead Monday in
metropolitan Kansas City in the
wake of thunderstorms that
dumped up to 6 inches of rain.

The storm came rumbling out
of eastern Kansas late Sunday
afternoon, causing a nearly
hour-long suspension during
the nationally televised Kansas
City Chiefs football game.
Water rose quickly on lowlying streets, trapping many
motorists in their vehicles.
Police and fire departments
were overwhelmed with calls
for help.
Two motorists were killed in
suburban Johnson County, one
an 83-year-old man who was
swept away when he left his
stalled car. A woman's body was
found on a tennis court near a
creek in Kansas City, and a 9year-old boy disappeared in a
stream behind his home east of
the city.
Dozens of people had
watched helplessly as Hudson
and four others became trapped
on the bridge and climbed on
top of a sport utility vehicle for
refuge. Firefighters tried to
reach them in a boat but did not
make it in time. Of the five, the
bodies of Hudson and a woman
have been found.
Storms also struck central
Oklahoma, where tornadoes

and strong winds demolished
homes and businesses Sunday.
Roofs were curled back, shingles
and broken glass littered sidewalks, bricks toppled from the
sides of businesses and homes,
trees were uprooted and limbs
twisted.
At least nine tornadoes hit the
state, according to weather
agencies.
In the town of Prague, about
45 miles east of Oklahoma City,
13 people were hurt when a tornado touched down at night.
In Watonga, 70 miles northwest of Oklahoma City, a 200yard-wide tornado caused damage and power outages, while
another twister in northwestern
Oklahoma damaged a bam and
a house. In Moore, an Oklahoma
City suburb, about 50 houses
were damaged.
There was flooding as well.
School was canceled and some
low-lying roads in the Tulsa area
were barricaded Monday, and
flood waters knocked out 911
service in Tulsa.

AMOciated PTCM Photo

Th« Karoos City, Mo., tkylino looms over mud-coated Southwest Boulevard as city workers
clean up flood debris Monday, following the overnight flash flood.

Several Ohio polluted sites remain contaminated
□ EPA often lacks
money, staff for
cleanups.
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS The Ohio
Environmental
Protection
Agency often doesn't have the
money or staff to clean up many
of the polluted sites it finds. The
Columbus Dispatch reported
Monday.
The newspaper said the 1,190
properties known or suspected

to be contaminated include the
Countyline Landfill in northern
Ohio's Sandusky County, which
has been closed since 1984. Creek
sediments and soil at the landfill
contain heavy metals, organic
compounds, pesticides and polychlorinated biphenols, or PCBs.
The state agency has spent 17
years documenting contamination there and trying to determine how to clean it up.
"One of my realizations is that
the EPA works in geological
time," said county Health Commissioner Ken Kerik.
Ohio EPA officials are trying

to overhaul the state cleanup
program, the newspaper said.
"I've been frustrated on the
length of time it's taken to get
sites through the process and the
length of time it's taken to get
responsible parties to clean up,"
said Donald Schregardus, director of the Ohio EPA.
But agency officials say the
number of completed cleanups
— as many as 10 in 10 years —
does not adequately reflect their
success.
Another 17 cleanups are on
their way to being completed,
Schregardus said Monday. In

addition, as long-range plans are
being worked on, the agency
takes interim actions as needed
— such as removing contaminated soil — to answer immediate
health or environmental threats.
State Rep. William Schuck, RColumbus, said Ohio's efforts
seem meager compared with
those of other industrial states.
"I don't think Ohio has taken
the initiative very much at all to
clean up our problem dumps,"
Schuck said. "It doesn't seem to
be very high on the priority list
for those folks that make those
decisions."

The Associated Press
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. —
An oversize hot air balloon
struggling with high winds
plunged to the ground after
striking power lines Monday,
killing one passenger and injuring 12 other people.
The red-and-yellow balloon
split apart when it hit the lines at
Kirtland Air Force Base, cutting
off power to the base for two

hours. The gondola broke free
and fell about 18 feet to the
ground, Col. Jim Stevens said.
The balloon had been flying
for about an hour when pilot
Thomas Thompson decided to
land in a field because winds
had gotten too high. Winds
pushed the balloon down too
fast and into the power lines,
said Mark Flett, a member of the
balloon's chase crew.
One woman was killed in the
crash. Three passengers were in
serious condition at University
Hospital, the area's trauma center, and nine others were in listed in satisfactory to fair condition.

Continued from page one.
giving a presentation on popular
Cuban-American theater starting
at 9:30 a.m. in 111 South Hall.
The art exhibit "Contemporary Cuban Artist Sergio
Payares" will open Thursday at 7
p.m. Payares will also be available to speak with guests during
the opening reception. He won
the Diploma for Cuban Culture
Contribution in 1988.
Laura Podalsky, assistant professor of romance languages,
said the main reason for bringing
these Cuban festivities to campus is to educate the University.
Podalsky also said Cuban cul-

POLICE BLOTTER
Today's city police blotter includes items from Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
Sunday and Monday.
An alarm accidentally went off. in the 1100
block of N Main St., Thursday
In the 300 block of S Prospect St. a white
poodle was seen dragging a chain. ThunxUy
A traffic accident occurred, m the 1000
block of S Main St., Thursday.
A bicycle was found, m the 800 block of
Napoleon St, Thursday
In the 1*00 Nock of E Wooster St., a
woman paid for other items, but forgot to pay
$5 in gas, Thursday.
In the 700 block of Second St, a man found
a used hypodermic needle in has closet and was
unsure of how it got there. Thursday
A woman, in the 300 block of N Mam St.,
reported the side mirror of her vehicle was
knocked off, Thursday
A traffic accident occurred. In the 1000
block of N Main St, Thursday
In the 500 block of Napoleon Rd. a man
was causing trouble and was advised to leave
the property, Thursday
On S Maple and W Wooster St, Charles
Pultz was cited for turning left at a atop light,
Thursday
m the 200 block of S CoUege St, a woman
reported brush fires behind her apartment

J

'

Thursday
In the 1000 block of N Main St . some juveniles placed two 911 calls from a payphone.
Thursday.
On N. Enterprise and E Poe St., Ryan L
Perkins, from Willard. was died for speed,
Thursday.
In the 100 block of S Mam St, William J
Laube was died for turning left on a red light,
Thursday
In the 1000 block of N Main St. Joyce K
Johnson, from Wayne, was died for a traffic
accident. Thursday.
On Thursttn Ave and Ridge St, Michael S.
Oren was died foe disorderly conduct with
persistence, Thursday.
In the 1600 Mock of E. Wooster St., a suicide
note was found In a women's restroom which
was believed to be a hoax. Thursday.
On W. Wooster and GomD St.. a woman
lost her keys during the parade, Thursday.
In the 100 block of S College St, a man waa
given a warning for having extremely loud
bass musk, Thursday
In the 1000 block of Third St., an unknown
subject was knocking on a mans window,
Thursday.

In the 1000 block of Third St, an unknown
subject waa knocking on a woman's window,
Thursday
m the 300 block of E. Merry St. a woman
reported seeing a suspicious male who she
believed waa the man seen in the newspaper,
Thursday
In the 900 block of W Wooster St. an alarm
was accidentally set off, Thursday.
In the 300 block of Colony Ln, a man
reported seeing fireworks being shot off,
Thursday
In me 1000 block of Third St, a woman
reported people knocking on her doors and
windows and then hiding, Thursday.
In the 200 block of N Main St, Bnanne K
O' Dunrtrll of Maine was died for misrepresentation to obtain alcohol, Thursday
In Lot 1. Nicholas L Euler was died for
fading to yield for pedestrians, Thursday.
In Lot 4. Gregory E Henderson, from Pemberville, was died for underage possession.
Thursday.
In the 8T0 block of N. Enterprise St. a party
was shut down due to disturbing the peace,
Friday
In the 500 block of Lehman St.. a non-inrury
traffic accident occurred, Friday.

if the amount they paid matched
their
liability,
Schregardus
believes. That would allow the
state to begin cleaning up sites
sooner.
The EPA can try to compel
cleanup by filing lawsuits and
filed more than 20 enforcement
orders annually in 1990 and
1991. But in recent years, those
actions have tapered to fewer
than two a year.
Jeff Hines, acting chief of the
EPA's remediation division, told
the Dispatch he doesn't have the
staff to file new lawsuits while
keeping up with existing cases.

SPRING

High winds crash balloon CUBAN□ Wind shear causes
balloon crash; one
killed, dozen injured.

Schregardus acknowledged
that improvements are needed.
He said he believes the law
should be changed to give the
EPA authority over petroleum
products and mixed waste,
instead of just hazardous waste.
And he would like to see a fairer
funding formula to determine
who must pay for a cleanup.
A company that pollutes a
site, for example, can be held
responsible for all of the cleanup
costs, no matter how much the
business contributed to the problem. Polluters would be less
inclined to fight payment orders

ture is not evident in Northwest
Ohio or at the University. She
said it is important for the community and the University to discuss Cuban culture. She said this
is one of the first times the University has hosted such an event.
"This festival will promote a
greater understanding of the
richness of the Cuban culture,"
Podalsky said.
This festival is sponsored by
the Ethnic Cultural Arts Program, the Department of
Romance Languages and the
Department of Ethnic Studies,
and the Latino Student Union.
All of the events are free and
open to the public.

Continued from page one.

week. They discuss the student's
performance in class and offer
suggestions for improvement.
On the week class does not meet,
coaches meet with their bouncer
— the student — on their own
time.
"The coaches are very supportive and guide you through
your decisions," said a bouncer
in Springboard.
Coaching offers the opportunity for meeting new people,
learning about new experiences,
and forming a close bond with
your bouncer.
Kendall MacArthur, a coach

for Springboard, said, "I
absolutely love the experience.
My bouncer is terrific!"
Getting involved and interacting with people whether as a
bouncer or a coach is a rewarding experience.
Linda Dobb, also a coach for
Springboard, said, "The more
people you get to know on campus, the more you feel part of a
community and that is true for
administrators, faculty, students,
staff, BG folks or just anyone.
Springboard is a great way to
wade in and be part of it."

POLICY for the police blotter: The News win run. without except!,
all citations issued by the city and campus police departments. Complaints from residents or students concerning a police matter will not be identified by name. Any
questions, please call the editor at 372-6966.
A vehicle parked in a handicapped space
was towed in Lot 1, Friday.

found laying on the ground, Sunday.

On N. Mam and E. Wooster St., a driver
was seen fuhuulmg at four comers. Friday.

was accidentally pulled, Sunday

m the 500 block of E Merry St, eight to ten
people were sitting along the railroad tracks
and a strong odor of marijuana was present,
Friday.
A woman reported a group of people were
banging on the hood of her vehicle and they
would not let her by, in Lot 1, Friday.
On Pike and N. Summit St, a man was
assaulted by another man when he jaywalked
in front of his vehicle, Friday.
m the 600 block of Manville St., Toby D
Andoruan was died for improper backing, Fnday.
tn the 1400 block of Clough St, loud musk
coming from an apartment, Friday.
m the 700 block of High St., a man was
advised to turn the music down. Sunday
There was a possible DUI, on the comer of
E Wooster St. and 1-75, Sunday.
In the 800 block of Champagne St., a hit
skip occurred, Sunday.
On S. Main and Georgia St., a man was

In the 100 block of N Main St., an alarm

In the 500 block of Pike St, an assault
between three women occurred, Sunday.
ln the 500 block of Lorraine St., a woman
ipeorted she was verbally harassed by her husband's ex-wife, Sunday
In the 400 block of E Wooster St. a Troy
women had her purse stolen from her unlocked
vehicle, Sunday.
On E. Even and N. Summit St, Stanley D
Bortel ID was cited for having an expired driver's license, Sunday
In the 800 block of Sixth St., a woman found
a cat was stuck in the vent of an apartment,
Sunday
In the 300 block of N. Main St., Utter was
found all over a residents yard, Sunday.
In the 700 block of Ninth St., a woman's exhusband w as yelling things at her, Sunday.

On Palmer and S. Summit St, Amber Brunnet was died for failure to maintain reasonable
con troL Sunday
In the 200 block of N Enterprise St, a
woman reported her ex-boyfriend threatening
her over the phone, Sunday.
n the 200 block of N Enterprise St., a CD
player waa stolen from a woman's residence,
ISunday
In the 900 block of W. Wooster St., a man
repotted he was supposedly held in the hospital against his will and was put into restraints,
Sunday
In the 300 block of Campbell Hill Rd.. a
woman reported her residence may have been
broken into. Sunday.
In the 1000 block of Fairview Art., a coin
operator laundry machine was damaged in an
attempt to steal the change, Sunday.
In the 1200 block of N Mam St. there was
a possible DUL Sunday.

In the 300 block of S. Main St., an ATM card
was found still in the machine, Sunday.

In the 300 block of Colony Ln.. David A
Teles was arrested for domestic violence. Monday.

On S. CoUege and Clough St., Ronald E
Stephenson was died for no motorcycle safety

In the 1000 block of Third St., a i
reported someone knocking on her window,
Monday

equipment, Sunday

Sports n

Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG News
372-2602
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Akron, Buffalo
frustrate BG
J The Bowling Green
soccer team starts the
MAC season 0-1-1 with
lapses in defense.
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
Many people have noticed the
Bowling Green men's soccer
team's inability to score goals,
but Falcon coach Mel Mahler
also believes his crew has had
breakdowns on the defensive
end.
That happened in BG's 2-1
overtime loss to Mid-American
Conference newcomer Buffalo

Sunday. However, BG tied Akron
0-0 on Friday, leaving the team at
3-5-2 overall and 0-1-1 in the
MAC.
In the Sunday loss. Bulls
standout Steve Butcher took a
pass from John Shannon, outran
a BG defender and shot over
goalkeeper Scott Vallow's left
arm with 2:03 left in overtime.
Buffalo's Jay Page began the
counter-attack at midfield following a Falcon turnover.
"We lost to Bradley because
one guy (Gavin Glinton) beat us
and we lost to Buffalo because
one guy beat us," Mahler said.
"You can not compete at this
level and allow one player to
beat you. It's a team problem, not

the guy who's marking the guy
individually. We, at times, have
too many lapses on team
defense. Teams are finishing. You
have to give .them credit."
Mahler was also upset that his
players stood around looking for
a foul while Buffalo pushed the
ball upfield and won.
"They've known all their lives
that you play until you hear a
whistle," Mahler said. "Those are
correctable problems. It's not the
end of the world. I was looking
to come out with a tie but to
come out with a loss, it's tough.
They're facing some adversity.
We'll just see what kind of rrtental fortitude they have."
The Bulls took a 1-0 lead on a

BG Newt Photo/ SCOTT FAUBER
A BG player hies to keep his balance during the team's first home victory against Detroit.
goal by Brian Cruickshank with time in over 501 minutes, the low cards while BG had none.
42:30 left in the first half. With equivalent of over five
In the Akron game, both
12:18 left in the same half, Zac regulation games.
teams had many good chances to
Buffalo won despite being score but only a few shots came
Olson converted a cross pass
from Mike Tinajero to tie the outshot 28-17, outfouling BG 26- near the mark. However, BG
game at 1-1. Chris Dore added an 13, having just one comer kick to
assist as BG scored for the first BG's nine, and having five yel- probably had the better chances.

CC faces
rush-hour
traffic

Women's CC beats all of MAC
□ A majority of the
7 had my best performance of the season,
women's cross country
as well as most of the other runners on my
team earns personal
team."
bests, but Falcons still
finished third.
Nikki Monroe

□ The Falcons finish
10th out of 39 teams at
the Loyola Lakefront
Invite in Chicago.

junior runner

By MARK WIESE
The BG News
The women's cross country
team faced tough competition
this weekend at Notre Dame.
Even with the majority of the
Falcons running their personal
best times, they still finished
third.
"Last year, we won this
meet," coach Steve Price said.
"This year, our team may have
run better but the competition
was tougher than in 1997."
North Carolina State, ranked
10th in the nation, finished first
with a score of 50, while 22ndranked Baylor came in second,
scoring 91 points. BG was not far
behind with a score of 107 points

By KEVIN GUTEKUNST
The BG News
It was something few on the
cross country team had experienced before. Lakefront scenery,
lots of people, loud music and
standing room only met the
team in Chicago.
Indeed, these elements were
present at the Loyola Lakefront
Invitational in Chicago. The Falcons were one of 39 teams competing in the race. Over 400 runners participated, with around
380 completing the course.
I See MEN, page seven.

BG Newi Photo/ JASON SUGGS
Two BG runners tackle "Bill's Hill" during the Mel Brodt Invite.

for third place.
NC State looked extremely
tough, according to Price. Three
runners finished in the top six,
allowing them lo dominate the
meet. The Wolfpack had four
runners cross the finish line
before the first BG runner did.
Baylor also looked deserving
of their 22nd ranking. The Bears
looked strong behind Sherri
Smith, who finished second with
a time of 16:54.
The Falcons did defeat several
respected teams, including all
the teams from the Mid-American Conference that attended.
"This was our first race
against
nationally
ranked
teams," BG's Christine Thomp-

son said. "That was our chance
to prove our ranking."
Leading the way for the Falcons was Wendy Licht-Ordway,
who finished 13th and Christine
Thompson, who finished 14th.
Licht-Ordway, who did not race
last weekend, came back strong
to lead the team with a time of
17:26.
"It was a very fast course," BG
junior Nikki Monroe said. "I had
my best performance of the season, as well as most of the other
runners on my team."
The Falcons ran well against
some tough competition at
Notre Dame. They will look to
build on that experience as they
head into the All-Ohio Championships this weekend.

Falcons win at singles, doubles in their own tourney
□ The BG men's tennis team wins four singles titles and one doubles title at the Keefe
Tournament.

By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News
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Not even the wind and rain
could keep the Falcons from taking flight this weekend at the
Keefe Invitational
The Bowling Green men's tennis team followed up an impressive showing at Butler last
month with four singles titles
and one doubles title in its own
tournament.
The tournament included Ferris State, Wright State, Eastern
Michigan, Dayton, Xavier and

llli'I>

IIH«I»

llli'l)

Youngstown State.
BG's senior co-captain Matt
Wiles went 3-0 in B-flight singles
action — taking all his matches
in straight sets — to win his
flight
The talented freshman class
also made a strong showing with
Mike Kossoff (3-0) and Ed Kuresman (3-0) winning in the C and E
singles flights, respectively.
Kuresman got off to a slow start
but finished strong.

"I didn't play my best tennis
the first two rounds," he said. "I
lost some intensity and played
down to the level of the competition. I played a lot better in the
final."
Sophomore Ben Ashford
rounded out the winning for BG,
losing only one set in three
matches to claim flight D.
Flight A gave the Falcons
more trouble than the others,
largely due to the presence of

Ferris State's Martin Krbec.
Krbec won his flight and was
undefeated for the second
straight year at the Keefe Invitational. Along the way he battled
BG's top two players, Radu Bartan (6-4,7-5) and Vitek Wild (7-5,
6-0).
Krbec was the only player to
defeat Wild and Bartan as they
both finished 2-1 in singles.
BG coach Jay Harris was
impressed with Krbec but feels

Read! Visit the library regularly!

Fall 1998 New Member
Pledge Class

TUFFY DOES IT RIGHT

Michelle Nieman
Tricia Nunley
Shannon Donze
Kathertne Pultz
Karen Kennedy
Amber Pilewski
Stefanie Storey
Erin Douglas
Jessica Andrews
Lauren Banaszak
Antoinette Fatica
Beth Kishmarton
Lindsay Bourquln
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DID YOU KNOW?
The current wave of
extinctions resulting
from human activity is
eliminating an estimated
27,000 species each
year, making it the sixth
great mass extinction in
the Earth's history.1

LIST
50°/<0 OFF
50% »

I O^M^motootctra.UKM.OTIMI . tt±T*X£Z22?iS?£ZlZ£l
vtfMe ufcly mwKKm RoUMj all low Int.

Tuffy

HOURS: WON. - FRI. 8»m-6pm • SAT. 8«m-4pm

BRAKES • EXHAUST • SHOCKS • STRUTS • ALIGNMENT • SUSPENSION • CV JOINTS
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• See TENNIS, page seven.
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Skye LaFerrarra
Sommer Echterling
Amber White
Krista Snyder
Kelly Kvashicka
Beth Weaver
Angle Gerham
Jenna Jones
Mindy Cleveland
Laura Frey
Adrianne Kapela
Ellen Deltemyer
Julie Sandwlsch

that his team may have better
luck next time they meet him.
"He kind of had our number
this weekend," Harris said.
"Radu wasn't as sharp on the
third day because he was tired.
He wasn't sharp enough but he
is definitely capable of beating
Krbec."
According to Harris, Bartan
was tired because of the weather

Sponsored by the Center for
Environmental Programs and your]
Campus Recycling Program
1 Nos« and Cooperttder, 1994 Saying]

Nalura'i Utana

I
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Yankees wait for Wright moment
□ Yankees and Indians
talk of grudges and
'head hunting'
The Associated P^ess

Associated Press Photo
Jaret Wright (left) talks with pitching teammate Charles Nagy (right) on Monday, October 5.
Wright is starting Game 1 of the American League Championship Series on Tuesday against the
New York Yankees. Last year the Cleveland Indians beat New York In a best-of-five divisional
playoff series.

NEW YORK - - One inside
pitch is all it may take to transform the AL championship
series into a brawl.
All the ingredients are there:
Cleveland's upset win over New
York last year, Jaret Wright's
drilling of Luis Sojo last spring,
the 114 wins by the Yankees,
breaking the AL record set by the
'54 Indians.
So watch out for chin music.
High heat could mean trouble.
"You don't have to pitch up
and in and head hunt," David
Wells said Monday, a day before
starting the opener against
Cleveland's Jaret Wright.
"Sometimes it can be personal
through the course of the year. ...
They are an aggressive team,
and I think we are, too. It is
something — you just got to go
out there and fight to the death.
When you go out there and try to
win ballgames, things can happen, guys get a little bit out of
control at times."

The Yankees have hunger in
their eyes, still angry at themselves for losing to Cleveland in
the first round last year, when
New York was defending its '96
World Series title.
Wright beat the Yankees twice
in that five-game series and
twice more this season — half
the Indians' wins in their 11
games against the Yankees. Sojo
says Wright deliberately hit him
during spring training March 2,
fracturing a bone in the his left
hand and sidelining the inf ielder
until April 27.
"Jaret is not a head hunter, but
to be effective, anybody has to
throw inside," Indians manager
Mike Hargrove said. "I don't
think we should all get carried
away in dragging out old
grudges or new grudges. As far
as I know, there is no bad blood
between these two teams."
In a way, that's true. After
going 114-48 during the regular
season and sweeping Texas in
the first round, the Yankees want
to steamroll any and all opponents.
Holding Texas to a .141 batting average in the first round
wasn't luck, the way New York
sees it.
"It's tough to make a bad

decision when you have the
quality that I have," New York
manager Joe Torre said.
And now New York has rookie Shane Spencer, the hottest hitter in the game. And the incentive to win for Darryl Strawberry, recovering from surgery last
weekend to remove a cancerous
tumor from his colon.
"The Straw factor is part of
it," Torre said. "He keeps giving
orders to go out and do it. He
did it again yesterday."
Given the Yankees' strength,
it's almost overlooked that
Cleveland is the defending AL
champion, trying to win its third
pennant in four seasons.
"We're always the underdog.
That doesn't matter. We have
enjoyed being the underdog,"
said Cleveland's Sandy Alomar
Jr., who homered off Mariano
Rivera to tie Game 4 last year
when the Yankees were four outs
from advancing.
They have lost seven straight
postseason openers and really
don't want to be down a game
when David Cone pitches in
Yankee Stadium's famous October shadows Wednesday against
Charles Nagy.

sprint by Pack
□ Minnesota behind
backup Randall Cunningham surprise
Green Bay.
The Associated Press
GREEN BAY, Wis. —Thanks
to Randall Cunningham and his
high-flying receivers, the Green
Bay Packers' three-year home
winning streak is over and so is
their control of the NFC Central.
Cunningham threw for 442
yards and four touchdowns
Monday night as the Minnesota
Vikings defeated the Packers 3724 on the muddy turf of Lambeau Field, constantly beating
the Green Bay defense with long
passes that Randy Moss, Cris
Carter and Jake Reed took away
from defenders.
It was the first loss for Green
Bay after four wins and left the
Vikings (5-0) with Denver and
Jacksonville as the NFL's only
unbeaten teams. And it ended a
29-game winning streak at Lambeau Field by the Packers, who
last lost here on Sept. 10, 1995, to
St. Louis.

The game was an anomaly for
the Vikings, who play indoors
but dominated this night in
intermittent rain and occasional
downpours on a grass field.
They rolled up 545 yards against
a defense that entered the game
ranked No. 1 in the NFL.
Cunningham, the 34-year-old
ex-Eagle, who sat out 1996
before signing as a backup with
Minnesota last season, had TD
passes of 52 and 44 yards to
Moss, 56 yards to Reed and 24
yards on a screen pass to Robert
Smith. Three of the TDs came in
the second quarter as the
Vikings broke a 3-3 tie to lead 2410 at halftime.
Cunningham, who was 20-of31 in gaining the most passing
yards ever against the Packers,
has 10 TD passes without an
interception since replacing Brad
Johnson, who broke his right
ankle in the second game of the
season.
Cunningham also had a 75yard TD pass wiped out by a
holding penalty and had what
would have been a 66-yarder
slip off the fingers of Moss. He
finished with five catches for 190
yards.

Continued from page six.
on Saturday. The rain and wind
forced the morning matches to
be postponed and then moved
indoors to two separate locations
in Toledo.
Kuresman agreed that the
weather was a factor in the
team's level of play.
"We had to get up at 6 a.m.
and wait and try to dry the
courts," Kuresman said. "We
were all sluggish on Saturday,
due to the long day."
Sophomore Ben Ashford wasn't unhappy with the weather
because he enjoys playing
indoors. "The weather (Friday
and Sunday) didn't really affect
\1<I>

\2.<l>

\1<I»

\l'l>

me personally because I have
been here for a year and I am
used to it," Ashford said. "I
haven't been playing that well
lately but I played better this
weekend."
In doubles, Kossoff and
Kuresman were BG's only flight
winners with a 3-0 record in the
C flight. The other two Falcon
teams were both 2-1, with Bartan
and Wiles losing to Krbec and
Pat Fisher in a 9-8 tiebreaker.
"There was no question going
in that we were the best team
and I think we proved that,"
Kuresman said.
\l'l>
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Mike Harmon
Adam Slahler
Steve Frase
John Parka
Nate GUI
Jaaln Kesslsr

Paul Sorvold
Jason Forraslar
Matt Bertz
Mlka Hinerman
Dava Barblarl
Adam Klnnlnger

Pierre Le
Matt Harman
Ron Diehlman
Jeff Llebman
Lebuu Littler
Brett James

1998, The year the phoenix continue* its flight!
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Continued from page six.
Due to the large number of
participants, the course was congested. It was also easy to get
stuck in a crowd. Most runners
felt tired partly because they
exerted large amounts of energy
trying to reach a comfortable
spot
in
the
race.
Bowling Green, not running a
full squad for the second meet in
a row , finished a respectable
10th out of 39 teams.
"We ran all right," BG sophomore Mike Triola said. "No one
did anything outstanding. It was
really intense. Everyone is very

tired."
Coach Sterling Martin gave
his opinion of the team's performance. "I think we competed
well," he said. "There were a lot
more factors present in this race
that most of the runners aren't
With this meet marking the
halfway point in their season,
the cross country team as a
whole is where they think they
should be. accustomed to, going
to a meet this large."
Martin also noted that he is
impressed with the strong leadership exhibited by the two team
captains in seniors Pat Carney
and Jim Weckesser.

DID
YOU
KNOW?
50% of the air pollution in the U.S.
is produced by motor vehicles!

We hope you have a positive pledging experience and we
will be looking forward to accepting you into the mystic circle
In the spring
\1<>
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The Brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi would like
to congratulate the following pledges on their
initiation:

\L<>

Packers comerback Craig Newsome can't stop Vikings receiver Jake Reed as he breaks away tor a touchdown In the second
quarter of the Minnesota victory.

MEN-

TENNIS-

\1<I>

Associated Press Photo
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Help Wanted
— U General Food
" Service Workers
^ High School Student Workers
rarfJ 14 years or older
JNTVL

p I N I
SERVI

BCSU University Dining Services
$5.20 per hour

ES
8*

We Offer.
Fully Paid Training
Flexible Work Hours & Work Days
Work a Few Hours After the School Day & Weekends
Fun Work Atmosphere
Meet New Friends
Experience For Your Resume
Ment & Longevity Salary Increases
Promotional Opportunities

Tasks You May Be Asked to Perform:
Serve Food from a Steamtable to Customers
Maintain a Busing Station
Clean and Sanitize Pots and Pans
Operate a Dishmachine
Mop Floors
Prepare Sandwiches
Clean and Prepare Produce
Clean and Sanitize Restrooms

To Apply:

Sponsored by the Center for
Environmental Programs and your
Campus Recycling Program

Pick-up an application
Inquiry packet at 200 Centrex Bldg.
8a.m. - 5p.m. Monday - Friday

Millet, 1996 lin«« in Ihf Fjumcmmiiil

BGSU is an EEO/AA Employer and Educator.
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HVOLLEYBALL BBHBB

Murphy honored
Junior volleyball player Heather
Murphy has been named the MidAmerican Conference Volleyball coOffensive Player of the Week.
Murphy led the Falcons to two
wins in three matches last week. BG
were victorious over Buffalo and
Kent but lost to Ohio. All games
were three matches.
She had 14 kills against Ohio and
Buffalo and set the BG record with
29 kills against Kent.
Entering last week, Murphy was
ranked 10th in the nation in kills,
with 5.17 per game. She leads the
MAC in kills and ranks third with
3.85 digs a game.

■ GOLFHHHHI

BG shoots well
Bowling Green's men's and
women's golf teams had a good
showing this weekend. The men
competed at the St. Bonavenrure
Invitational and the women took
part in the Wolverine InvatationaJ.
The men took first place out of
13 teams in this two- day tournament. BG's highest placer was
Justin Gillham, with scores of 70
and 78.
The women's team finished
11th out of 13 teams. BG's highest placer was Heidi Hansen,
who tied for 41st and accumulated a score of 87.

ie J*G News
Classified
Ads

372-6977
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TRANSACTIONS
brunner to a two-year contract.

rlalltmal Leafne

NEW JERSEY DEVTLS-Asslfjned D Vlastimil Kroupa D Sergei Vyshrdkevkh and D
Colin White to Albany of the AHL. Returned G
Jean-Francois Damphoussr to Moncton of the
QMJHL.

MILWAUKEE BREWERS—Agreed to terms
with Sal Bando. general manager, on a threeyear contract extension through 2001.
FOOTBALL

National Football League
NEW YORK GIANTS-Slgned DT Nate Hobgood-Chauck to the practice squad Released
DT Hunter Adams from the practice squad.

rjocat
KaUoaal Hockey Laagwi
BUFFALO SABRES—Assigned F Randy
Cunneyworth. F Scott NKhol and D Jean-Luc
Grand-Pierre to Rochester of Ore AHL.
CAROLINA HURRICANES—Assigned F
Scott Levins. F Shane Willis D Man* Malik. F
Cralg MacDonald and F Byron Ritchie to New
Haven of the AHL.
DALLAS STARS—Signed F Jamie Langen-

ATTENTION HOCKEY FANS
BGSU Women's Hockey Teem is selling Domino's coupon books m the Union Foyer from
1000-400. Tues-Thurs A 124 value lor $101
Bursarabio Come help us fund our season
Education Abroad Fair
Thursday. October 22
11:00am-3fJ0pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
FMA'FMA'FMA
Fashion Merchandising Association
meeting OcL 7 at 0:00 pjn
Olscamp2l5
Welcome to All!
March of Dimes Walk America is coming to
BGSU on Saturday. Oct. 10. 1996 at Perry
Field House. Registration @ 9 am, walk starts
© 10 am. For more mfo call 354-5301 or ernei
oawsObpnsl.bpsu edu
Market Your International Experience
A re-entry session with a career focus will be
held at 3:30pm on Monday. October 12 for all
study abroad returnees in the Conference
Room ol Career Services office (360 SaOdlemire Student Services Building). Call 372-0309
with questions.

CITY EVENTS
Cosmos tor cigars
A. Fuenie. Macannod. Punch
Monday Mghl Dan Laagua Sicn-Up
Downtown Spool Bar
Monday Oct. 12.6 30pm

SERVICES OFFERED

GEAR FOR THE WILDERNESS
Backpacks. Tants. Sleeping Dags. Hiking
Boots. Canoes Kayaks. Root flakes, etc
Trips & Clinics Backpacking. Canoeing
And Kayiking. The Canoe Snop A
Blackswamp Outfitters 140 S fliver Rd.
Wawrwle. OH 43566 419-878-3700
WWW.THECANOESHOP COM
Learn guitar Jason Quick Freelance Musicuwinstnjcty with master's degree from
BGSU For more into contact creative arts
prOQram 372-8177.

PHILADELPHIA FLYERS-Acqulred LW
Valen Zelepukln from the Edmonton Oilers tor
C Daniel Laerotx.
PITTSBURGH

PENGUINS—Released

F

Alexander Semak. Assigned D Chns Joseph to
Cincinnati of the IHL
ST. LOUIS BLUES—Assigned RW Chns
Kenady. C Terry Yake and D Ubor Zabransky to
Worcester of the AHL
TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS—Assigned F
Kevyn Adams. F Mark Deyell and F Ladlslav
Kohn to St. Johns of the AHL. Loaned F Nlklas
Andersaon to Chicago of the IHL.

COLLEGE
STiLLMAN— Named Donald F Staffo Interim athletic director. Jimmy RosheD tiawtnel
coach and Godwin Ihejeto soccer coach.

Lockout hits preseason
The Associated Press
NEW YORK — After canceling the rest of its exhibition
schedule Monday, the NBA's
perfect record of never missing a
regular season game because of a
labor dispute is in serious jeopardy.
The league, which had earlier
called off the first 24 exhibition
games, canceled the final 90
Monday because of stalled labor
negotiations with the players.
"At this point, our teams cannot possibly be ready to play any
games
before
November,"
deputy commissioner Russ
Granik said. "It's sad that we
have been unable to have any
meaningful negotiations."
The next collective bargaining
session is set for Thursday. The
league said decisions concerning
possible cancellation of regular
Pregnant? Free pregnancy lasts.
Confidential A caring.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center
SKYDIVE NOW End of season special
HOOOO for student through Oct. 10 minutes
from BGSU campus Visa/MC accepted
SKYDIVE BG 352 5200.

season games would be made
next week. The season is scheduled to begin Nov. 3.
When the two sides finally
meet again, they will have only a.
few days to strike a deal that
would preserve an 82-game
schedule.
Once a new agreement is
reached, it will take at least three
weeks to sign players, make
trades and hold abbreviated
training camps. So unless a deal
can be completed a few days
after the sides reconvene, there
appears to be no way the season
can start on its scheduled date.
The owners made their latest
proposal 10 days ago, still calling
for a system with an absolute
ceiling on salaries — or a "hard"
salary cap. The union said the
owners included 16 pages of new
demands that hadn't been discussed inany previous meetings.
Sigma Kappa ■ Kappa Sigma
Congraluialions to Jordan Duffle on her lavalienng to Kappa Sigma Chris Bentlage .
Sigma Kappa' Kappa Sigma
Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa
Congratulatons to Hope Beala on her engagement to Crajg Hiebeni Besiwishes!
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa

THE TANNING CENTER
Three Locations

Thursday a at KAMIKAZE'S

248 N Main St 354.1559

Dkners torn 7-9 pm
Dollar pitchers all mghl long

983 S. Main St. 353-6826
904 E. Woosler SI 352 3588
10 visits tor J20

CAMPUS EVENTS

STANDINGS

BASEBALL

HOUSTON ASTHOS—Announcfd an allilu
lion agreement with Michigan of the Mtdwrnt
League

The Wellness Connection is now open at a
new kxatlon-170 Health Center. Come m and
see us. Questions? 372-WELL (S3SS).

PERSONALS
Alpha Gamma Delta would like a weloome
back #le» lour Rho Chi's. two RA's and 2 Panhesarac Ease. We love and missed you.
Alpha Sigma Pis ■ Alpha Sigma Phi
The brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi would like to
oongratulale Dave Claiooume t Enn PetuSh
on their lavaliere Welcome Erin.
Alpha Sigma Phi • Alpha Sigma Phi
Alpha Sigma Phi' Alpha Sigma Phi
The Brothers ol Alpha Sigma Phi would
lira to oongratulale:
Jason Anderson

Tuesday's al KAMIKAZES
swing coming....
USMC OFFICER PROGRAMS
College Students-All Majors
Summer Internship at Officer Candidate
Schooi-NO school year requirements
Now accepting applications
Call 1-800-892-7318.
Watch Dan Bumpus. Kan Oowin. Mark Yoder.
and Carol Claiborno weekdays on BG 24
news! Turn D cable channel 24 everyday at
5 30.10^0 and 730 am.

AOH'AOirAOil'AOU
Congratulations 10 our 'Greek of the Week"
Laura Pecuiis and our -Geek of The Week"
Stacey Balsega*
AOII'AOirAOirAOII
DONTFORGETI
The next Collegiate 4-H meeting will be held
Wednesday. Oct 7 In BA 108 ai 9:00pml
Come see what we're all aboutl Everyone Is
welcome!

t,

Overall
L

w
3
1
1
1
1
0

WEST DIVISION
Cent Michigan
E Michigan
Toledo
W Michigan
Ball St
N Illinois

Pet.

0
1
1
0
1
2

1
2
1
1
1
0

1.000
750
500
333
.330
.000

1 sublease needed lor 2 bdrm apt 650 8lh St.
Low rent, utilities ind. Can Bob or Joe at
3538398
Roomate needed immediately tor quiet complex. Own room, porch w/great view. For more
into call 352 0935
SUBLEASER NEEDED Soring semester, tor
spacious 1 bedroom apt. $340/mo plus ublities Call 353-6389
The person who builds
372-0519

lofts

please cal

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3PM H 130
PEBRY FCLD HOUSE OCT 6-GREEK 1
INDP ICE HOCKEY: OCT 7-W INNERTUBE
WATER POLO: OCT 13-MEN-S BOWLING.
OCT 14M. W CROSS COUNTRY.

lio.eo etartlng pay. Entry level opening* In
all area*. Full/part lime, wmoxlble hrs. No
eip. needed, training provided.
Coop/echolarahlpe awarded, greal resume
builder. CalHS1-tm«.

March of Dimes Walk America is rxmngi
March ol Dimes Walk America is commgl
Sat, Oct. 10th 0 Perry Field House Cal
354-5301 for more into

11250
FUNDRAISER
Credit Card fundraiser tor student
organizations YouVs seen other
groups doing it, now it's your turn.
One week ts al! it takes
NO genrrscke, NO tricks.
NO obligation. Cal for
information today.

1-600-932-0528165
www.ocrrconcepu.com
$1500 weekly potential rrvslng our circulars
For into cal 203-319-2802

| Broaden your horizons, read the BG News!! |
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.500
1000
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.500
.250
.400

Pet.
1.000
.750
.500
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200
.000

.500
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.400
400
200
.000

Overall
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0
0
0
0
1
1
1
3

Pet.
1 000
1 000
1.000
1.000
.500
.000
000
000
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1.000
750
600
.200
.250
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000
.000

Overall
L
0
0
0
1
1

Pet
1 000
1 000
.000
.000
.000
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3
2
2
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L
1
2
3
3
4

Pet.
.800
600
400
.400
.000

Overall
L
0
0
0
1
1
2
2

Pet.
1000
1000
1000
.500
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.000
.000
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1
1
2
1
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3
3

Pet
.750
.800
500
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.400
.400
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1
1
1
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0
0
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Pioneer Football League
Conference
w
Drake
1
Dayton
1
San Diego
0
0
Butler
Valparaiso
0

^—

Conference

w

IDlnols Si.
W. Illinois
SWMtssoun
Youngstown St.
S. IDlnols
Indiana St.
N. Iowa

2
1
1
1
1
0
0

ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAK" 2 FREE TRIPS
ON....ONLY 15 SALES and EARN ttt* Jamaica. Cancun, Bahamas. Florida. Padre' Low
Pnceal Free Meals. Parties I Mealtl "Limned
O
I
f
•
i
1800-426-7710Mrww.sunsplashlou'l com
ASSEMBLERS: Excelent income
to assemble products at home.
Into 1-504-648-1700 DE PT. OH-62S5
BLAKELY Care Center is accepting applications tor Nurse Aide positions. Al shifts available, ful and pan sme. Training class starting
soon tor those who are not state tested. Competitive wages, attendance bonus, dental insurance, comprehensive health insurance, 90
day wage increase, annual wage increase, caring co-workers. Blakely Care Center is a family
owned and operated laolity that attends to our
residents with extreme care and consideration.
If this is your type of work environment, please
apply at:
BLAKELY CARE CENTER
600 Sterling Drive
North Baltimore, Ohio

between 9am A 5pm
Monday thru Fnday
EOE

DIETARY AIDE
Are you looking lor a part-time positron that is
rewarding and greal experience? Then Heartland ol Perrysburg is lot you! We currently are
accepting applications tor a flexible, part-time
Dietary Aide to work from 4pm to 8pm Job responsibilities include preparing dining room tor
supper, delivering and reinevsig dinner cans.
assisting with washing the dishes and other duties aa assigned. If interested, please apply in
person at:
Heartland of Perrysburg
10540 Fremont Pike
Perrysburg. OH 43551
874-3578
EOE.
HOUSEKEEPING AIDE
SIGN-ON BONUS
Heartland of Perrysburg is accepting applications tor a 3-day per week Housekeeping/laundry aide that could work full-time
hours to till in during vacations. This position
will perform a variety of general housekeeping/cleaning and laundry duDes Previous expenence is preterred. If interested, please can
to arrange an interview at 874-3578. Ask to
speak with Kerry Coley, Human Resources
Manager or Liken Kincard, Housekeeping Supervisor
Irriemahlp/Part-tlme Salee Poaltion
Available In Findlay with a distributer of
fasteners, power roots, A safety supplies. Job
entails counter sales, phone sales, order procosting. M-F 20-25 hrsAveek. J7mr Send
resume or stop by 225 Stand lord Pky. Findlay,
OH 45840 www fastenall com
Jed's Barbeque A Brew
Thai really cool 70s place1
Now hiring ful A pan time
Day A night Kitchen, wait staff A bar
Hiring at premium wages Fun, casual
atmosphere with opportunity to make
tots of money. ISOOrweek potential
Please call 419-872-1977 or appry
in person M-F between t0am-2pm
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PIS

4-0

1.746

1

2. Nebraska 111

5-0

1.640

2

3. UCLA 111

3-0

1.575

4

4. Tennessee

4-0

1.541

3

5. Kansas St. 121

4-0

1.519

5

6. Florida

4-1

1.326

8

7 Georgia

4-0

1.313

12

8. Honda St

4-1

1.235

9

9. Virginia

9-0

1.219

10

10. Artrona

5-0

1.043

14

II. LSU

3-1

1.010

6

12 Wisconsin

5-0

937

13

13. PeimSI.

3-1

894

7

14. Colorado

SO

758

15

15. Oregon

40

747

17

16 West Virginia

3-1

728

16

17. Virginia Tech

4-0

637

19

18. Texas AAM

4-1

594

18

19. Southern Cal

4 1

462

21

20. Arkansas

4-0

404

22

21. Missouri

3-1

288

23

22 Notre Dame

3-1

274

23

23 N Carolina SI .3-1

262

—

24. Syracuse

2-2

I6B

11

25 TUIane

4-0

114

The AP poD and coverage of college football can be
found at http://www aptop25.com
BuKk Challenge Scores
Top placers
x Strir rClklngtnn 8270.000
Fred Funk. 8162.000
BUI Glasson. 8102.000
J L. Lewis. 872.000
Skip Kendall. S60.000
David Duval. 852.125
Steve Flesch. 852.125
JeffMaggert 839.000
Chris Perry. 939.000
Ben Bales. 839.000
Jtm Carter. 839.000
Neal Lancaster. 339.000
Payne Stewart. 824 750
Davis Love III. 824.750
Tan llerron. 84.750
Larry Mb*. 824.750
Kevin Wentworth. 824.750
Billy Andrade. 824.750
BobTway.
817.475
David Peoples. 817.475
Frank Uckllter. 817.475

Landscape cons true ion
Fttnbit hours. 686-7665
OFFICE ASSISTANT
Maarfland ot Parrystwrg, a pfem.tr provider ol
Subacuto/Skilled and Long Term Car*, is
looking dynamic and van/ organized individual
to function as our pari-ome Office Assistant.
This poslbon is 20 hours per wee* and will be
responsible for accounts receivable. Prior office and accounts receivable experience preferred. Interested candidates please fax/mail
resume to 874-7753, 10540 Fremont Pihe.
Pefrysburg.OH 43551.

AAAA.i Spring Break Travel was 1 of 6 smal
businesses in the US recognized by Better
Business Bureaus for outstanding ethics in tie
marketplace! springbreaktravel.com
1-800-67^6 386.
Hondas $100-$500
Police Impounds
Hondas. Chevys. Jeeps, ft Sport
Uolities. MUST SELL'
1-800-522-2730 x. 4558

Part-cme Student Employment
Are you looking for part-time employ mem of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc.?
Rate ot pay is $5.15 per hour Apply in person
between the hours of 9:00am and 5:00pm
(Mon.-Fn) at: Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc. 428 Ctough St. BG OH 43402.

Nutritional Supplements
Brand names, best prices
Omega Nutrition Supply
(419)868-9184.
Primesiar
Lowest Install Guaranteed
$49 00/$96.00 one tme payment
$25 99 programming Rebates
Maintenance Free Special Offer?
Call Now! 1-800-580-2765.

SCHOOL-AGE CHILD CARE
ADMINISTRATOR A STAFF PERSONNEL
After-school program in Toledo Public Schools.
Experience caring for school-age children.
Part-cme with competitive wages. Great resume experience lor elementary education
students. Sand resume to: EAST TOLEDO
FAMILY CENTER. 1020 Vartand. Toledo. OH
43605. or call Scott Mtchaelis 9
4lft«9l-l429

Sleeper Sofa
Near new $200

373-6506

FOR RENT

SPRING BREAK 9W
Cancun * Naeaau * Jamaica * Mazatlan *
Acapulco " Bahamas Cruise ■ Florida ■
South Padre Travel Free and make lots of
Otsssl
Top rapa are offered fuiMlme staff |obs
Lowest price Guaranteed. Call now for detalls I www.daestravel.com 800/838-64,1
SPRINGBRE AK Cancun, Fkyda. etc Best Hotels, Parties. Prices Book early and Saved
Earn $ ♦ free trips! Campus
reps-Ogamzatons Warned
Inter-Campus
Programs 1 -800-327-6013 www.icpt com
United Parcel Service
Interviews on campus this Thurs.
Octobers 10 am- 2 p.m.
at Career Services
WE OFFER
'Eicelient entry level pey of
$8.50/9.50 per hour, and can earn
up to $ 12.45/$13.45 per hour with
progression.
Tult bme benefits for part-Ome worhl
•Advancement opportumBesI
•Holidays and weekends of!)
CaH (410) 891-8820. EOE.

FOR SALE
-95 Honda CBR 900 Many extras Marnte
nance records. $6500 OBO. Can 353-2343
(2) 1?' speakers and a box Ajd-o.sk 200 wan
amp. Sherwood 240 watt amp ft an Audiots*
crossover. $500 OBO 352-9971 or
nversQbgnet
AAAA.l Early Spring Break Specials' Bahamas Party Cruisei 8 Days $279' Includes Most
Meats) Awesome Beaches, NtghtMel Departs
from Florida! 1998 BBB Award Wmnerl spring.
breaktrav1.com 1-800-678-0386.
AAAA.i Early Specials' Cancun A Jamaica' 7
nights Air ft hotel From $3991 Includes Free
food, Drinks, Parties! 1998 Better Business Bureau Award Winner! sprlngbreaktraval.com
1-800-678-6386.

WE'VE MOVED
The Wellness
Connection has
moved to a new
location at
170 Health Center
Come in and see us.
Questions? 372-WELL (9355)

2 BDRM turn apt. dose to campus
Includes utilities, grad students

welcome 353-5074.
2 bdrm. furmshed apts.
352-7454
2-3 Subieasars needed
Spnng Semester, close to campus, new
Frazee apartment. Call Katy *§> 354-1616.
217 South Collage- 1.5 blocks from Henna
Hall. 3 BR House. 12 mo. lease, tenants pay all
utit., sec dep., parental guarantee req. no
pets. $575/mo. Rent collected quarterly.
Available immediately.
For more Information or to sign a lease,
contact Arbor Enterprises at 354-2154.
Locally owned and managed.
3 Dd.m townhouse. 6*2 S Co^ege »5. ? OT
garage. 2 baths, washer A dryer units. Available immediately-$930vmo • ub' Please call for
more info 353-5800.
Newly painted 2 bdrm apt. with garage. Close
ID campus. 372 2098 days. 419-872-9874
after 5 p.m.
Subleaser needed. Own bedroom m apartmeni. near campus Call Jeiemy 352-1476
Subleaser s wanted.
353-9381

CHECK-IT-OUT

IMAGE

and stay tuned for a
few other surprises

esssseeeaeses
',

*,

The Unique Bouffque

Front and
Center

This week:
Learn all about
Sic Sic

r.

66-70-66-65
63-67-68-69
69-6565-69
66-69 66-68
71-70-67-63
66-68 7069
67-66-69-71
69-69-69-67
70-68-69-67
71-69-67-67
63-71-69-71
70-67-68-71
70-67-71-67
69-70-70-66
66-74-68-67
70-71-67-67
68-71-68-68
71-67-67-70
71-67-69-69
71-68-68-69
66-71-69-70

AAAA»! Early Specials! Panama City! Room
with kitchen $129' Includes 7 Free Parties
Daytona $149 New Ho is pot-South Beach
$1291 Cocoa Beach $149' springbreaktravel com 1-600-678-6386

»$***********

s
s
s
s
s
with
s
Jocelyn and Tami
s
WBGU.88.1 FM. s
e
Tuesdays 6-8 p.m. ♦
Call in at 372-2826 e

Pv

Raton
1. Ohio St 1661

Others recetvlng votes: Texas Tech 103 Michigan 76.
Washington 70. Miami 20. Mississippi St I: Marshall 11.
Kentucky 7. Georgia Tech 6. Air Force 4. Purdue 4. Oklahoma St. 3. Wyoming 2

Gateway Athletic Confereace

Desk clerk needed midnight-Sam Friday, Saturday, A Sunday. Longlerm position. Buckeye
Budget Motor Inn Apply Mon-Fri g-3.

WANTED

w

W

1.000
.500
500
000
.500
.000

0
1
1
2
2
2

Conference USA
Conference
TUIane
E. Carolina
Louisville
Houston
Army
S. Miss.
Memphis
Cincinnati

Pet.
1000
1000
1.000
1.000
.500
.500
.000
.000
.000
000
.000

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

ana-American Coaference
Confereace
EAST DnmiOrt
Marshall
Miami. Ohio
Akron
Bowling Green
Ohio
Kent

The Top 25
By The Associated Press

Overall

Women's Wellness Group
Bmld self-esteem, become more assertive, reduce stress, strengthen relationships, promote
a balanced tie Meeting weekly. Tues.
10:30-12 00. Call Wellness Connection
372 9355 to register

HELP WANTED

Sigma Kappa " Sigma Kappa
Mael the sisters of Sigma Kappa on Oct. 6 from
8 8 45 A 9-9 45 for «ilormeJ rush!
Sigma Kappa ' Sigma Kappa

Stsadlafs

Campus Poayeys Now Hiring
Servers, cooks, commission drivers. Apply berween 2-4 only M-F

Friday's and Saturday's
at KAMIKAZES
80s and 90's dance

Sigma Kappa ' Sigma Kappa
Congratulations to Danielle Market on her
pearling to Mathew Stredney.
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa

1996 Ohio College reetbajl
Big Ten Conference
Conference
W
Wisconsin
2
Michigan
2
Ohio SI.
1
Purdue
1
IDlnols
1
Iowa
1
Minnesota
0
Perm St.
0
Indiana
0
Mich St.
0
Northwestern
0

Wednesday s at KAMKAZE'S
Karaoke with Rich sAchels
from 10-2

A
Alrson Brown on their Lavaliere.
Welcome Alison!
Alpha Sigma Phi' Alpha Sigma Phi

Tuesday, October 6

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
Music Fraternity
Celebrating 100 Years
of promoting music
in America
Oct. 6, 1898-Oct. 6, 1998
lota Omicron Chapter - BGSU

e
e
e
•
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

Alternative Clothing
Beaded/Hemp jewelry
clove Cigarettes
Incense
unique Candles
class Curios
Tapestries
Stickers
Posters
200+ Tees
Ecuadorian Sweaters
wool Gloves and Slippers

445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11-9 Sun 12-6
354-0176

